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ABSTRACT. Due to the nutritional content and commercial value 
of its seeds, Bertholletia excelsa is one of the most important species 
exploited in the Amazon region. The species is hermaphroditic, insect 
pollinated, and its seeds are dispersed by barochory and animals. 
Because the fruit set is dependent on natural pollinator activity, gene 
flow plays a key role in fruit production. However, to date, there have 
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been no studies on pollen and seed flow in natural populations of B. 
excelsa. Herein, we used microsatellite loci and parentage analysis to 
investigate the spatial genetic structure (SGS), realized pollen and seed 
dispersal, and effective pollen dispersal for two B. excelsa populations 
in the Brazilian Amazon forest. Two plots were established in natural 
forests from which adults, juveniles, and seeds were sampled. Realized 
and effective pollen flow was greater than realized seed flow. The 
distance of realized pollen dispersal ranged from 36 to 2060 m, and 
the distance of realized seed dispersal ranged from 30 to 1742 m. Both 
pollen and seeds showed a dispersal pattern of isolation by distance, 
indicating a high frequency of mating among near-neighbor trees and 
seed dispersal near to mother trees. Both populations present SGS up to 
175 m, which can be explained by isolation by distance pollen and seed 
dispersal patterns. Our results suggested that fragmentation of these 
forest populations may result in a significant decrease in gene flow, due 
to the isolation by distance pollen and seed dispersal patterns.

Key words: Conservation genetics; Microsatellite loci; Inbreeding;
Population genetics; Tropical trees; Gene flow

INTRODUCTION

The Neotropical tree Bertholletia excelsa Bonpl. (Lecythidaceae), or the Brazil nut, is 
one of the most important extractive species in the Amazon region, due to the high nutritional 
and commercial value of the seeds (Vieira et al., 2009). While the logging of B. excelsa is 
prohibited in Brazil, nut production is considered a strategic activity to support conservation 
in the Amazon, as it can reconcile the economic and sustainable use of forests, enabling local 
families to remain in the countryside (Wadt et al., 2008). The species can be found in the 
Brazilian Amazon, in the States of Rondonia, Acre, Amazon, Para, Roraima, Tocantins, and 
Mato Grosso, and it is also found in Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, French Guyana, and 
Guyana (Wadt et al., 2005). B. excelsa occurs in non-flooded (terra firme) forests throughout 
the Amazon basin, preferentially on clay-sandy soils. In some regions in the Eastern Amazon, 
adults are concentrated in groves (Mori and Prance, 1990; Peres and Baider, 1997), while in 
the Southwestern Amazon individuals tend to be randomly distributed (Wadt et al., 2005). 
Population density ranges from <1 to 20 trees/ha (Mori and Prance, 1990; Wadt et al., 2005; 
Tonini et al., 2009; Scoles et al., 2016) and trees can reach a diameter at breast height (dbh) of 
317 cm and height of 60 m (Scoles et al., 2016).

B. excelsa is predominantly outcrossing, hermaphroditic species (O’Malley et al., 
1988), with a mellitophylous pollination syndrome (Wadt et al., 2015); its floral morphology 
restricts the entry of visiting insects, allowing only those with the physical strength and body 
size compatible with the flower structure to act as effective pollinators (Maués, 2002). The main 
visitors and pollinators for B. excelsa are the bees of the genera Bombus, Centris, Xylocopa, 
and Epicharis, as well as some species of Euglossinae (Maués, 2002; Cavalcante et al., 2012). 
Flowering occurs in the early rainy season during which there is an abundant supply of nectar 
and pollen for the pollinators (Maués, 2002). The fruit set is dependent on natural pollinator 
activity (Cavalcante et al., 2012), and fruit formation occurs only when there is mating between 
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trees; therefore, despite the possible occurrence of selfing (Wadt et al., 2015), gene flow may 
play a key role in fruit production. Fruits are primarily dispersed by barochory, due to their 
significant weight (0.5-1.5 kg; Costa et al., 2009), and dispersed secondarily by rodents of the 
genera Dasyprocta and Sciuridae (Haugaasen et al., 2010). Primary seed dispersal occurs up 
to approximately 35 m (Haugaasen et al., 2010), but secondary seed dispersal can occur over 
hundreds of meters (Peres and Baider, 1997).

Due to the ecological, social, and economic importance of the species, a series of 
studies have examined its production (Kainer et al., 2007; Rockwell et al., 2015), demographics 
(Wadt et al., 2008; Scoles and Gribel, 2012), silviculture (Kainer et al., 2014; Scoles et al., 
2016), and genetics (O’Malley et al., 1988; Sujii et al., 2015; Wadt et al., 2015). Some of these 
studies express concerns about the impact of intensive seed collection on natural regeneration 
(Wadt et al., 2008; Scoles and Gribel, 2012) and logging on nut production (Rockwell et al., 
2015). Studies have shown that the crowns of fruiting trees are taller than non-productive trees 
(Scoles et al., 2016), while silvicultural studies have shown that sapling survival and growth is 
greatest in full daylight conditions, such as forest gaps (Scoles et al., 2011). Population genetic 
studies based on genetic markers for B. excelsa have been conducted to better understand its 
genetic structure and diversity, spatial genetic structure (SGS), and inbreeding and mating 
systems of natural populations, spatially isolated trees in pastures, and trees in plantations 
(O’Malley et al., 1988; Sujii et al., 2015; Wadt et al., 2015). Such studies have shown lower 
genetic differentiation between neighboring natural populations (0.018) than spatially distant 
populations (0.121), significant SGS (Sujii et al., 2015), and varying levels of inbreeding 
among populations, with some showing no evidence of inbreeding (Sujii et al., 2015; Wadt 
et al., 2015). These studies have also demonstrated that reproduction occurs mainly by 
outcrossing (O’Malley et al., 1988; Wadt et al., 2015), but some mating occurs between related 
trees. Furthermore, they have found a lower effective number of pollen donors fertilizing 
seed trees in pastures and plantations than in natural populations, as well as a lower effective 
number of pollen donors within than among fruits, resulting in higher frequencies of full-sibs 
in anthropogenic populations and within fruits of trees (Wadt et al., 2015). However, although 
gene flow plays a key role in population reproduction, to date, there have been no studies on 
pollen and seed flow in natural populations of B. excelsa.

Gene flow is defined as the movement of genes between populations, or between 
subdivisions within populations, and it is responsible for connecting individuals within and 
between populations via pollen and seeds (Burczyk et al., 2004; Sork and Smouse, 2006; Ellstrand, 
2014). It can occur through pollen flow when an egg is fertilized by a grain of immigrant pollen, 
and seed flow, when immigrant seeds are established in pre-existing populations. Pollen and 
seed flow and dispersal can be estimated through parentage analysis based on genetic markers 
using a sample census of all adult trees and established seedlings and juveniles with an area 
(plot or forest fragment), thus representing the realized gene dispersal (Burczyk et al., 2004). 
The distances between seedlings or juveniles and their assigned mothers are used to estimate 
the realized seed dispersal distance; the distances between the assigned pollen donor and the 
assigned mother trees are used to estimate the realized pollen dispersal distance (Burczyk et 
al., 2004; Bittencourt and Sebbenn, 2007). Pollen dispersal can also be studied using a sample 
census of adults and open-pollinated seeds within a plot or forest fragment to assess the effective 
pollen dispersal, which is the fertilization resulting in a seed that has not yet been established 
in the population (Burczyk et al., 2004). The distance between the seed tree and pollen donor 
represents the effective pollen dispersal distance (Burczyk et al., 2004).
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Several factors influence gene flow in a plant population, such as the reproductive 
system, spatial distribution of trees, pollinator vectors, seed dispersal vectors, self-
incompatibility of reproductive structures, evolutionary factors, and anthropogenic forces 
(Lander et al., 2010; Degen and Sebbenn, 2014; Ellstrand, 2014). When considering non-
timber forest products, such as the Brazil nut, the preference for seed extraction from highly 
productive trees, thus limiting the action of dispersers, or even the rejection of seeds from 
less productive trees can impact gene flow in a population. In populations with SGS due 
to short distance seed dispersal low levels of pollen immigration along with short distance 
pollen dispersal, can lead to mating between relatives, resulting in inbreeding (Degen and 
Sebbenn, 2014). Pollen flow can mitigate the negative effects of genetic drift, such as the 
loss of alleles, increased inbreeding and coancestry, and reduced heterozygosity (Burczyk et 
al., 2004), thereby increasing genetic diversity, the effective number of pollen donors, and 
population size within families (Manoel et al., 2012). These aspects of pollen dispersal are 
particularly important regarding genetic conservation, environmental restoration, and mating 
since crossing patterns determine the relationships between and among families, and thus the 
effective population size.

Parentage analysis is a direct way to assess gene flow through pollen and seeds 
(Burczyk et al., 2004; Ashley, 2010; Ellstrand, 2014). Using microsatellite loci and parentage 
analysis, we assessed the SGS, realized pollen and seed dispersal distance, and effective pollen 
dispersal distance for two B. excelsa populations in the Brazilian Amazon. We specifically 
addressed the following questions: i) Is there pollen and seed immigration into the plots? ii) 
Since B. excelsa pollen dispersal is mediated by bees and fruits are primarily dispersed by 
barochory, is the rate of pollen immigration higher than seed immigration? iii) What is the 
pattern of pollen and seed dispersal? iv) Is there SGS in the populations?

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study sites and sampling

The study was carried out in two populations where B. excelsa seeds are intensively 
harvested for commercial purposes, one in Mato Grosso State (MT) and one in Acre State 
(AC), both located in the Brazil Amazon forest. In MT, the study was carried out in a 75-ha 
plot (500 x 1500 m, 2.41 trees/ha) established in a mature natural forest, in Dal Pai farm, 
Itaúba municipality; in AC, the study area was a 375-ha plot (1500 x 2500 m, 0.54 trees/ha) 
established in a natural forest located in a 420 ha area within the Chico Mendes Extractive 
Reserve. In both plots, we mapped, measured dbh, and sampled cambium tissue for DNA 
extraction of all B. excelsa adults (dbh ≥ 50 cm; Wadt et al., 2015) and juvenile trees. In MT, 
we found 143 adult trees (dbh ranging from 50 to 238 cm, mean ± SD (standard deviation) 
= 99.1 ± 28.1 cm) and the distance between trees ranged from 16 to 1414 m (mean ± SD = 
350 ± 288 m). We also found 38 juvenile trees (dbh ranging from 1 to 45.6 cm, mean ± SD 
= 22.2 ± 12.9 cm), with distances between the plants ranging from 2 to 372 m (mean ± SD = 
178 ± 85 m) (Figure 1). Furthermore, we collected open-pollinated seeds from 14 seed trees, 
at approximately seven fruits per tree. After removing the husk, seeds were germinated in a 
sandbox, grouped by family, in a greenhouse with 50% shading. We obtained 367 offspring 
for the analysis, with an average of 20 offspring per seed tree. All offspring were identified by 
the origin of the tree and the fruit. Leaves were collected from offspring for DNA extraction. 
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In AC, we found 169 adult trees (dbh ranging from 50.0 to 193.8 cm, mean ± SD = 96.7 ± 
30.71 m) and the distance between trees ranged from 19 to 2375 m (mean ± SD = 820 ± 472 
m). We also sampled 34 juveniles (dbh ranging from 13.4 to 47.2 cm, mean ± SD = 36.0 ± 
9.0 cm), with the distance between the plants ranging from 18 to 2269 m (mean ± SD = 782 
± 430 m) (Figure 1). We did not collect open-pollinated seeds for offspring analysis from the 
AC population.

Figure 1. Distribution map of Bertholletia excelsa adults and juveniles in the Mato Grosso (MT) and Acre (AC) 
populations.

Microsatellite analysis

DNA extraction was carried out using the CTAB protocol (Doyle and Doyle, 
1990). Results were quantified after electrophoresis on 1% agarose gel and then compared 
to phage lambda DNA concentrations. DNA samples from adults, juveniles, and offspring 
were genotyped with seven microsatellite loci: Bex02, Bex09 (Reis et al., 2009), Bet06, 
Bet12, Bet14, Bet15, and Bet16 (Sujii et al., 2013). The protocol for DNA quantification and 
amplification are described in detail in Wadt et al. (2015).

Parentage analysis

The mother and father of sampled juveniles and the father of offspring in each plot 
were determined using the CERVUS 3.0 software (Kalinowski et al., 2007). Individuals 
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with less than six loci were excluded from the analysis, which decreased the sample size of 
juveniles and offspring in MT to 33 and 338, respectively. Parentage of juveniles from each 
plot was assigned by comparing genotypes of adults and juveniles (maternity and paternity 
analysis). For open-pollinated offspring, parentage was assigned by comparing genotypes 
of seed trees, adults, and offspring (paternity analysis), using simulations to find the most 
likely parents (mother and father), as determined by the Δ statistic (Marshall et al., 1998). The 
significance of Δ (critical Δ) was simulated using a confidence interval of 80% with 50,000 
replications, a genotyping error rate of 0.01, and the assumption that 70% of candidate parents 
were sampled. For juveniles, if a single parent was identified within the plot, it was assumed 
to be the maternal parent. If two parents were assigned within the plots, we estimated the 
minimum seed dispersal distance assuming that the near-neighbor parent was the mother and 
the more distant tree the father; the maximum seed dispersal distance was estimated assuming 
that the more distant parent was the mother and the near-neighbor was the father. The realized 
pollen immigration rate (mrp) in the plots was calculated as mrp = 1 - (n2 / n), where n2 is the 
number of juveniles assigned to a parent pair and n is the number of juveniles sampled in the 
plot. The realized seed immigration rate (ms) was calculated as ms = 1 - (n1 / n), where n1 is 
the number of juveniles assigned at least to one parent (assumed to be the mother). For open-
pollinated offspring, the effective pollen immigration rate (mep) was calculated as mep = np / n, 
where np is the number of offspring not assigned to a pollen donor within the plot and n is the 
number of sampled offspring. If a juvenile was assigned to the same individual as both mother 
and pollen parent, or if an offspring was assigned to the same seed tree as pollen parent, it 
was assumed to originate from self-fertilization. For juveniles, the realized pollen dispersal 
distance was based on the position of the putative mothers relative to the putative fathers 
and the realized seed dispersal distance was calculated based on the position of the juveniles 
relative to their putative mothers. For offspring, the effective pollen dispersal distance was 
calculated based on the position of the seed trees relative to the putative pollen donor. We 
estimated the mean, median, and minimum and maximum pollen and seed dispersal distance 
using the Euclidean distance between two points. To investigate if male mating success was 
a function of the distance between males and seed trees, we compared the curve of frequency 
of effective pollinating male parents with the frequency distribution of the distances between 
all males and seed trees using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). To 
determine if the frequency and distance of pollen and seed dispersal were correlated, we used 
the Pearson correlation coefficient (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).

Spatial genetic structure analysis

Due to the small number of juvenile individuals found in the plots, we combined both 
adults and juveniles to assess SGS based on the coancestry coefficient (θxy), as described in 
Loiselle et al. (1995), and using the SPAGEDI 1.3 software (Hardy and Vekemans, 2002). To 
visualize SGS, θxy values were averaged over a set of ten distance classes and then plotted 
against these distances. We selected a distance interval of 70 m as this value resulted in a 
pairwise number >200, which is recommended for accurate estimates of SGS in one distance 
class. To test whether there was a significant deviation from the random spatial structure, 
the 95% confidence interval was calculated for each observed value and each distance class 
using 1000 Monte Carlo permutations of individuals among distance classes. To compare 
the extent of SGS between the two plots, the Sp- statistic (Vekemans and Hardy, 2004) was 
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calculated as -bk /(1 - θ1), where θ1 is the mean coancestry coefficient calculated between all 
pairwise individuals within the first distance class (70 m) and bk is the slope of the regression 
of coancestry coefficient on the logarithm of spatial distance (0-350 m). To test for SGS, 
the spatial position of the individuals were permuted (1000 times) to obtain the frequency 
distribution of bk under the null hypothesis that θ1 and ln(dxy) are uncorrelated.

RESULTS

Realized gene dispersal distances

For the MT and AC populations, mother and father trees were assigned to 24 and 
18 juveniles, respectively, indicating a realized pollen immigration rate of 27.3 and 47.1%, 
respectively (Table 1). In AC, one juvenile appears to have been mothered and fathered by the 
same tree, indicating a realized selfing rate of 3%. The estimate of realized pollen dispersal 
distance based on juveniles assigned to both parents, ranged from 36 to 323 m in MT, with 
a mean of 181 m and median of 192 m, and in AC from 70 to 2060 m, with a mean of 698 
m and median of 510 m (Table 1 and Figure 2). Combining the results of pollen dispersal 
for both populations, we found a significant negative correlation between the frequency of 
pollen dispersal and the distance between parents (r = -0.649, P < 0.01), indicating a greater 
frequency of mating between near-neighbor trees. Mother trees were assigned to 28 and 28 
juveniles in MT and AC populations, respectively, indicating a realized seed immigration rate 
of 15.2 and 17.6%, respectively (Table 2). Our estimates of minimum realized seed dispersal 
distance, based on juveniles assigned at least to one parent (assumed as the mother) ranged 
from 30 to 658 m in MT (mean of 125 m, median of 94 m), and the maximum ranged from 
79 to 658 m (mean of 219 m, median of 176 m). In AC, the minimum seed dispersal distance 
ranged from 81 to 1264 m (mean of 573 m, median of 455 m), and the maximum ranged from 
119 to 1742 m (mean of 850 m, median of 758 m). Combining the minimum and maximum 
values estimated for seed dispersal, the mean seed dispersal distance was 158 ± 110 m (± 
SD) in MT and 655 ± 382 m (± SD) in AC. A significant negative correlation between the 
frequency of seed dispersal and distance to the assigned mother was detected (r = -0.744, P < 
0.01), indicating a high frequency of seed dispersal near to the mother tree.

Table 1. Pollen immigration and dispersal distance for juveniles (realized) and offspring (effective) from Mato 
Grosso (MT) and Acre (AC) populations.

n is the sample size; s is the selfing rate.

Sample N Outside Within s Pollen dispersal distance (m) 
Mean Median Range 

Juveniles: MT 33 9 (27.3%) 24 (72.7%) 0 181 192 36-323 
Juveniles: AC 34 16 (47.1%) 18 (52.9) 1 (3%) 698 510 70-2,060 
Offspring: MT 338 139 (41.1%) 199 (58.9%) 6 (2%) 159 141 31-928 

 

Effective pollen dispersal distances

Effective pollen flow, or fertilization that resulted in a seed, was assessed only for the 
MT population, from which we sampled open-pollinated seeds. The distance between seed 
tree and pollen donor represents the effective pollen dispersal distance. Pollen donors were 
assigned an 80% confidence interval for 199 of the 338 seeds genotyped for at least 6 loci, 
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indicating a pollen immigration rate of 41.1% (Table 1). Six seeds were likely the result of 
self-fertilization (s = 2%). The pollen dispersal distance within the plot ranged from 31 to 928 
m, with an average of 159 m and median of 141 m (Table 1 and Figure 2b). The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test was significant (D = 0.364, P < 0.0001), indicating that the spatial distance 
between trees does not explain the observed pattern of pollen dispersal. Ninety-five percent of 
effective pollen was dispersed up to 300 m. A significant and strong negative association was 
found between the number of seeds assigned to seed trees and distance between seed trees and 
pollen donors (r = -0.702, P < 0.01), indicating that mating occurred at greater frequencies 
between near-neighbors than trees located at long distances.

Figure 2. Frequency distribution of realized pollen and seed dispersal distance combining both Mato Grosso (MT) and 
Acre (AC) populations (a); effective pollen dispersal distance and distance between all trees for MT population (b).

Table 2. Realized seed immigration and minimum and maximum dispersal distances for juveniles of Mato 
Grosso (MT) and Acre (AC) populations.

Minimum seed dispersal distance was estimated assuming that the near-neighbor parent of an assigned juvenile was 
the mother; maximum seed dispersal distance was estimated assuming that the more distant parent of an assigned 
juvenile was the mother. N is the sample size.

Sample N Outside Within Minimum seed dispersal distance (m) Maximum seed dispersal distance (m) 
Mean Median Range Mean Median Range 

MT 33 5 (15.2%) 28 (84.8%) 125 94 30-658 219 176 79-658 
AC 34 6 (17.6%) 28 (82.4%) 573 455 81-1,264 850 758 119-1,742 
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Spatial genetic structure

A significant SGS was found up to 175 m in both MT and AC populations (Figure 3), 
suggesting that individuals located within this distance were likely related. The average pairwise 
θxy values for the first distance class (0-70 m) was lower in MT (θxy = 0.028) than that observed 
in AC (θxy = 0.051). The regression slope bk of pairwise coancestry coefficient on the logarithm 
of spatial distance (0-350 m) was significant (P < 0.01) and negative for both populations (MT 
= -0.0176, AC = -0.0260), confirming the presence of SGS. The extent of SGS, measured by the 
Sp statistic, was lower in MT (Sp = 0.018) than the AC population (Sp = 0.027).

Figure 3. Correlograms of mean pairwise coancestry coefficients (θxy) in the Mato Grosso (MT) and Acre (AC) 
populations. The solid line represents the average θxy value. The dashed lines represent the 95% (two-tailed) 
confidence interval of the mean θxy.

DISCUSSION

Pollen and seed flow

Our results for gene flow show moderate levels of realized (27.3-47.1%) and effective 
(41.1%) pollen immigration, and realized seed immigration (15.2 and 17.6% for MT and AC, 
respectively) (Tables 1 and 2). Pollen and seed immigration were expected because the plots 
are located within continuous natural forests and are therefore not spatially isolated. However, 
realized and effective pollen immigration was greater than realized seed immigration, confirming 
our hypothesis that bees as pollen dispersal vectors can disperse B. excelsa genes over longer 
distances than seed dispersal by the rodents Dasyprocta spp and Sciuridae spp, despite the fact 
that these animals have the potential to disperse seeds over hundreds of meters (Haugaasen 
et al., 2010). Both pollen and seed flow can introduce new genes into populations, increasing 
the genetic diversity and effective population size. However, pollen flow is more effective 
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than seed flow to introduce genes into tree populations, because pollination vectors have more 
potential to travel long distances than seed dispersal vectors (Bittencourt and Sebbenn, 2007; 
Degen and Sebbenn, 2014; Ismail et al., 2017). However, to contribute to the genetic diversity 
of a population, seeds within a population that originated from pollen immigration must grow 
into seedlings, as with seeds originating from local pollen donors. Comparing our results for 
effective and realized pollen flow in MT, effective pollen immigration (41.1%) did not result 
in 100% realized pollen immigration (27.3%). This difference can be explained by the fact that 
between the seed and seedling or juvenile stages, many deterministic and stochastic factors 
can affect viability, such as local selection, inbreeding depression, random mortality, natural 
predation, and disease.

Pollen dispersal

Realized pollen dispersal occurred over long distances within the studied plots (MT 
= 323 m, AC = 2060 m), with a mean of 181 m in MT and 698 m in AC (Table 1). The 
pollen dispersal distance is determined by many factors, such as distance among reproductive 
conspecifics, synchronism in flowering phenology, male fertility, and pollination vector and 
behavior (Degen and Sebbenn, 2014). Realized pollen dispersal can also be influenced by 
deterministic and stochastic factors that affect a seed’s development to the seedling stage. 
Furthermore, the sample design used in this study had an impact on the distances at which 
pollen dispersal could be observed through parentage analysis. As the plot size of MT (75 ha) 
is smaller than AC (375 ha), the lower maximum and mean pollen dispersal distance in MT 
compared to AC is an artefact of our sample design. For example, within MT, 92% of realized 
pollen was dispersed up to 300 m, and in AC only 22% was dispersed up to 300 m, while in 
AC, 89% of pollen was dispersed up to 1200 m. In MT, the effective pollen dispersal distance 
within the plot also reached long distances (928 m), which was greater than the realized pollen 
dispersal distance (323 m), while the mean effective pollen dispersal distance (159 m) was 
similar to the realized (181 m) (Table 1). The differences between effective and realized 
pollen dispersal distance could be attributed to the same deterministic and stochastic factors 
mentioned above to explain the differences in effective and realized pollen flow that affects a 
seed’s ability to develop into a seedling.

In AC, the mean realized pollen dispersal distance (698 m) was greater than the median 
(510 m), indicating an isolation by distance (IBD) dispersal pattern. An IBD pattern was also 
detected when we combined the population frequency of realized pollen dispersal distance 
of MT and AC (Figure 2a), which resulted in a negative correlation (r = -0.649, P < 0.01) 
between the frequency of pollen dispersal and the distance between assigned parents. This also 
indicated a greater frequency of mating between near-neighbor trees. Effective pollen dispersal 
in MT also showed an IBD pattern (Table 1 and Figure 2b). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
indicates that the spatial distance between trees in MT did not explain the observed pattern 
of effective pollen dispersal. For example, 95% of pollen was effectively dispersed up to 
300 m, a distance within which only 48% of adult trees are located. We also found a strong 
negative correlation (r = -0.702, P < 0.01) between the number of seeds assigned to seed trees 
and distance between seed trees and pollen donors, indicating that mating occurred at higher 
frequencies between near-neighbors than trees located at longer distances. The IBD pollen 
dispersal pattern can be explained by the behavior of pollinating bees. B. excelsa is pollinated 
by medium and large bees of the Bombus, Centris, Xylocopa, and Epicharis genera, as well 
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as some species of Euglossinae (Maués, 2002; Cavalcante et al., 2012). While these species 
can fly over long distances, they forage within restricted areas when there are many trees 
flowering, thus resulting in short distance pollen dispersal (Janzen, 1971).

Realized seed dispersal distance and patterns

Realized seed dispersal also reached long distances within the studied plots (MT = 
658 m, AC = 1742 m), with a maximum mean in MT of 219 m and 763 m in AC (Table 2). Like 
realized pollen dispersal, the lower values for minimum and maximum mean seed dispersal 
distances in MT compared to AC were a consequence of the size of the plot in MT. The 
minimum and maximum values in MT indicate that at least 89% of seeds were dispersed up 
to 300 m and in AC; only 11% were dispersed up to 300 m. In AC, at least 86% of seeds were 
dispersed up to 1000 m. In both populations, the mean minimum and maximum seed dispersal 
distances were higher than the respective median, indicating an IBD seed dispersal pattern 
(Table 2). Considering both populations together, a strong negative correlation was found 
between the frequency of seed dispersal and the distance between parents (r = -0.744, P < 
0.01), indicating a greater frequency of seed dispersal near to mother trees, which can explain 
the detected SGS in the populations. Significant SGS was found up to 175 m in both MT and 
AC (Figure 3), although the extent of SGS was lower in MT (Sp = 0.018) than in AC (Sp = 
0.027). These results suggest that individuals located within this distance were likely related. 
In five other B. excelsa populations, SGS was detected up to 100 m (Sujii et al., 2015). SGS is 
the result of seed and pollen dispersal patterns (Vekemans and Hardy, 2004), as well as asexual 
reproduction by roots and apomixis (Silva et al., 2011). According to our results for realized 
pollen and seed dispersal, the SGS observed herein was mainly caused by seed dispersal near 
to the mother tree, because the observed seed dispersal distance was shorter than the pollen 
dispersal distance. Fruit of B. excelsa are primarily dispersed by barochory (Costa et al., 2009), 
but seeds must be released from the hard fruit shell by an external agent (Silvertown, 2004). 
Therefore, secondary seed dispersal is a determining factor for seed dispersal distance and 
patterns. Secondary dispersal is carried out by rodents, such as Dasyprocta spp and Sciuridae 
spp (Haugaasen et al., 2010), which have the potential to disperse seeds over long distances 
(Haugaasen et al., 2010).

Mean realized pollen dispersal distance in MT (181 m) and AC (698 m) was greater than 
the minimum mean seed dispersed distance in both MT (125 m) and AC (573 m), even when the 
mean was calculated combining the minimum and maximum values estimated for seed dispersal 
in each population (MT = 158 m, AC = 655 m). These results suggest that pollen dispersal by 
bees can transport B. excelsa genes over longer distances than seed dispersal by rodents.

Mating system

The realized selfing rate measured in juveniles (AC = 3%) and the effective selfing 
rate measured in offspring (MT = 2%) indicate that the majority of juveniles and offspring 
originated from outcrossing (Table 1). The predominance of outcrossing in B. excelsa was 
previously reported in a study on the mating system using genetic markers (O’Malley et 
al., 1988; Wadt et al., 2015). In contrast, a study of the species based on hand pollination 
showed that self-fertilization did not result in fruit production, suggesting that the species is 
self-incompatible or presents inbreeding depression (Cavalcante et al., 2012). However, self-
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incompatibility may be latent or vary by an individual due to genetic mechanisms, meaning 
that at some stages of tree fertility self-fertilization may occur or some trees may be self-
compatible allowing self-fertilization to occur. Selection against inbred individuals between 
offspring and adult stages has been reported for the species (Wadt et al., 2015), which results 
in limited numbers of seed sets from inbreeding and high frequencies of seeds originating 
from outcrossing.

The observed high outcrossing rate is also an indicator that the species favors gene 
recombination to maintain genetic diversity, an important trait for population adaptation and 
survival when faced with environmental changes. However, a previous study of the mating 
system in the MT population, based on the same genetic data used herein for offspring, detected 
that even though seeds were mainly produced by outcrossing, mating was not random. This is 
due to the occurrence of mating between related individuals (0.04) and between seed trees and 
the same pollen donor resulting in correlated mating ( pr  = 0.22), particularly within ( )(wpr  = 
0.41) rather than among fruits ( )(apr  = 0.18). Therefore, open-pollinated seeds present some 
levels of biparental inbreeding and varying levels of relatedness, such as self-sibs, half-sibs, 
full-sibs, and self-half-sibs (Wadt et al., 2015). Mating among relatives can be explained by 
the observed SGS in the populations, as adult individuals within 175 m in both populations 
(Figure 3) may be genetically related. Mating among related individuals produces inbreeding 
at levels equal to the coancestry among parents. The estimated inbreeding was 0.23that is 
similar to that expected for mating between full-sibs (0.25) and the mean relatedness within 
families was 0.153that is greater than expected in panmictic populations (0.125).

CONCLUSION

We found moderate levels of pollen and seed immigration into the two study 
populations, which is particularly notable for pollen dispersal. Seed immigration and dispersal 
distances are lower than pollen immigration and dispersal distances, suggesting that if the 
populations are subjected to forest fragmentation, it may result in a decrease in gene flow, 
especially due to decreases in seed immigration. Our results suggest that pollen dispersal 
by bees can transport B. excelsa genes over longer distances than seed dispersal by rodents. 
Realized and effective pollen dispersal and realized seed dispersal follow a pattern of isolation 
by distance, with mating occurring at high frequencies between near-neighbor trees and 
seeds dispersed near to the mother trees. These factors may explain the observed SGS in 
the populations. Realized and effective selfing rates show that the species is predominantly 
outcrossing, favoring gene recombination and thus maintaining genetic diversity, a trait that is 
important for population adaptation and survival in the face of environmental change.
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